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Domestic Violence Coordinating Council of Hamilton County, Ohio 
Domestic Violence Death Review Panel 

                                                                                                                                       
Demographic Data Form 

                                                                           
                                                                                   
Review Panel Case Number                                    Date Review Initiated __________________                                    

Date Review Completed ____________________ 

 

VICTIM INFORMATION: 
 
1. Age: ______ 2. Gender: _______  3. Race: ________  4. Education Completed ___________________ 
 
5. Date of Death _________________ 6. Day of Death_________________ 7. Time of Death __________
      
8. Zip Code: __________ 
 
9. Relationship of Victim to Perpetrator:                                 
 
  Spouse  �   Same Sex Partner �  

 Live-in Partner �   Other � 
 Ex-Spouse/Partner �  Unknown � 
 Non live-in Partner �    N/A �       

 
10. What was the length of relationship between victim and perpetrator? _________________ 

 
11. What was the status of this relationship at the time of death? 
 
   Maintained  � Terminated-legally or otherwise � 
  Separated     � Intended to terminate by � 

 
12. Was victim pregnant?           yes  �        no   �          unknown  �  N/A  � 
 

13. Did the victim have children?  yes  �        no   �           unknown �               N/A  � 
 

14. How many children? ___________ 
 

15. Were the victim’s children present at the scene at the time of the murder? 
                            yes    �       no   �           unknown   �             N/A  � 
 
16. Were there any other children present?   yes   �     no �         whose? _______________________ 
 
17. How many children were present? ______________ 
 
18. What were the ages of the children present? ___________________________________________ 
 
19. Was domestic violence ever reported to 241-KIDS?   yes   �  no   � 
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20. Victim's source of income:  

Employed  �  Spousal Support  � 
Unemployed � Other � 
Public Assistance �  Unknown  � 

 
21. If employed, what type of employment? __________________________________________________ 
 
PERPETRATOR INFORMATION: 
 
22. Age: ________ 23. Gender: ________  24. Race: ________    25. Education Completed _______ 
 
26. Zip Code: __________ 
 
27. Following the fatality, did the perpetrator commit suicide?   yes  �     no  �     unknown  � 
 
27A.  Following the fatality, did the perpetrator threaten to commit suicide?   yes  �     no  �    unknown  � 
 
28. Following the fatality, did perpetrator attempt suicide?  yes �   no � 
 
29. Was the perpetrator the father of any of the children present?  yes �     no �    unknown �         N/A � 
 
30. Perpetrator’s source of income: 

Employed  �  Spousal Support  � 
Unemployed � Other � 
Public Assistance �  Unknown  � 

  
31. If employed, what type of employment? _______________________________________________ 
 
32.  Has the perpetrator served in the armed forces? 

Prior to the fatality  �  Never  � 
At the time of the fatality � Unknown � 

 
32A.  Has the victim served in the armed forces? 

Prior to the fatality  �  Never  � 
At the time of the fatality � Unknown � 

 
 
INCIDENT INFORMATION: 
 
33. Where did the incident occur?  

 Victim's home   �       Other � 
 Perpetrator's home  � Unknown � 
 Home they both lived in � 
 

34. If incident occurred in the home, list what room ________________________________________ 
 
35. If not in the home, where did the incident occur? ________________________________________ 
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36. Cause of death? __________________________________________________________________ 
 
 ____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
____________________________________________________________________________ 

 
 
37. Were weapons used?    yes   �  no �    unknown  �  
 
38.  Type of weapons used: _________________________________________________ 

 
 
39. Number of known prior police runs or calls to victim’s residence? _________________  
 
40. Was there ever a prior police run to the victim’s residence for domestic violence? 
             yes   �   no �   unknown  � 
 
41. Number of known prior police runs or calls to perpetrator’s residence (if different)? _______________ 
 
42. If they lived separately, was there ever a police run to the perpetrator’s residence for domestic 
 violence?                 yes   �              no �   unknown  � 
 
43. Does the perpetrator have a previous record?  yes   �   no �   unknown  � 
 
44. If so, what are the charges? (list each one and corresponding disposition) 
 

          Related to  
Charge Date Jurisdiction Disposition Time Served Victim? 
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45. Were domestic violence related criminal charges ever filed with another victim(s)?   yes   �        no  � 
 
46. If yes, how many victims? __________ 
 
 
47. History of Parole/Probation 
 
      Treatment Probation Violation 

Charge Length Disposition Required at time of death 
      yes no yes no 
  
             
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
              
 
             

 
48. Was the perpetrator on parole or probation at the time of the incident? 
    yes   �    no  �      
 
49. Were domestic violence related criminal charges with the deceased victim ever filed against this perpetrator?

   yes   �   no  �   unknown  �   
      
50. How many times?           N/A � 
 
51. Outcome:  If charges reduced or dismissed, state why.  
 _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
52. Does the victim have a previous record?  yes   �   no  �   unknown  �   
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53. If so, what are the charges? (list each one and corresponding disposition)    
           

          Related to  
Charge Date Jurisdiction Disposition Time Served Perpetrator? 

            

            

            

            

            

            

            
 
54. Was a protection order in effect at the time of that fatality?  
                 yes  �              no  � unknown  � 
 
55. Did the perpetrator ever violate this protection order?   yes  �            no  �         unknown  � 
 
56. Were there any prior domestic violence incidents between the victim and the perpetrator that were not 

reported to law enforcement? yes  �  no  �  unknown  � 
 
57. If yes, who knew?  Relatives � Friends  �   Co-Workers  �     

Others _____________________________________________________________ 
 
58. Were there any known prior injuries that are consistent with domestic violence? 

yes  �  no  �  unknown  � 
 
59. If yes, list injuries: _____________________________________________________________ 
 
60. Were there any substances present in the victim’s body at the time of the death?    

yes  �  no �   unknown  �   

61. If known, list the substances: _____________________________________________________ 
 
62. Did the victim have a history of substance abuse?   yes  �             no �      unknown �  
 
63. If known, list the substance(s): _________________________________________________ 
 

64. Was the perpetrator under the influence of any substances at time of the incident?  

yes  �         no �    unknown � 

65. If known, list the substances: __________________________________________________ 
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66. Did the perpetrator have a history of substance abuse?       yes �     no  �     unknown �  

67. If known, list the substance(s): __________________________________________________ 

68. Were criminal charges filed that were related to the death?  yes  �    no  � 

69. If no, why? ___________________________________________________________________ 

70. What was the charge? ___________________________________________________________ 

71. What was the disposition? ________________________________________________________ 

72. Were any referrals made to surviving family members as a result of the incident? yes �    no  �   Unknown  � 

73. List where ______________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
74. To the panel's knowledge were any of the following involved with the victim or the perpetrator in the past 

five years prior to victim's death?  (Check all that apply.) 
 
 Victim Perpetrator 
 
 

Yes No Unknown At time of 
Incident 

Yes No Unknown At time of 
Incident 

Women Helping Women         

YWCA (list program)         
Hamilton County Sheriff’s Dept.         
Cincinnati Police Division         
Other Police Agencies (list 
agency) 

        

City Prosecutor           
County Prosecutor          
Common Pleas Court         
Juvenile Court         
Domestic Relations Court         
Municipal Court         
Civil Attorney         
Mental Health Provider (list 
agency) 

        

Drug Addiction Services (list 
agency) 

        

Medical Services (list agency)         
Children’s Services         
Other Social Service Agencies 
(list) 

        

Other (list)         
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None (Please check if none)         
 
 
 
75. Any problems/issues identified during team review related to death? (Check all that apply and explain.) 
 
  yes no unknown Explain 
Services for victim (medical, mental 
health, community)         

Services for perpetrator         

Substance abuse of victim         

Substance abuse of perpetrator         

Investigation of past DV charges         

Prosecution of past DV charges         

Disposition of past DV charges         
Interagency 
communication/cooperation     

Social/economic status     

Child Abuse/Neglect     

Others     
 
 
76. Were there community response problems that may have contributed to the cause of death? 

yes  �  no  �  unknown � 

77. If yes, please explain _________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
78. Were there indicators/predictors of the death?  
 
  yes no unknown    Perpetrator or Victim? 
Animal Abuse by perpetrator        
Threatened to harm pets     
Perpetrator abused as a child         
Perpetrator abused children in home     
Criminal history of perpetrator        
Forcible entry to gain access to victim        
Perpetrator bought weapon        
Perpetrator mental history        
Previous DV related charge(s)        
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Property damage     
Protection order violation        
Increased intensity of abuse        
Increased frequency of abuse     
Sadistic/hostage acts        
Separation        
Serious injury        
Sexual assault/abuse        
Stalking behaviors        
Strangulation of victim        
Substance abuse        
Suicide threat        
Threats to kill        
Threats with weapons        
Use of weapons        
Victim filed for divorce        
Violence during pregnancy        
Other:        
Other:        
 
79. What, if any, recommendations did this panel make as a result of this case review? 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________ 
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